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Abstract

The circumarctic ranges of arctic-alpine plants are thought to have been established

in the late Pliocene/early Pleistocene, when the modern arctic tundra was formed in

response to climate cooling. Previous findings of range-wide genetic structure in

arctic-alpine plants have been thought to support this hypothesis, but few studies

have explicitly addressed the temporal framework of the genetic structure. Here, we

estimated the demographic history of the genetic structure in the circumarctic

Kalmia procumbens using sequences of multiple nuclear loci and examined whether

its genetic structure reflects prolonged isolation throughout the Pleistocene. Both

Bayesian clustering and phylogenetic analyses revealed genetic distinction between

alpine and arctic regions, whereas detailed groupings were somewhat discordant

between the analyses. By assuming a population grouping based on the phyloge-

netic analyses, which likely reflects a deeper intraspecific divergence, we conducted

model-based analyses and demonstrated that the intraspecific genetic divergence in

K. procumbens likely originated during the last glacial period. Thus, there is no need

to postulate range separation throughout the Pleistocene to explain the current

genetic structure in this species. This study demonstrates that range-wide genetic

structure in arctic-alpine plants does not necessarily result from the late Pliocene/

early Pleistocene origin of their circumarctic ranges and emphasizes the importance

of a temporal framework of the current genetic structure for understanding the bio-

geographic history of the arctic flora.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Many arctic-alpine plants have extensive distributions encompassing

the entire circumarctic region as well as high mountains in North

America, Europe, and East and Central Asia (Murray, 1995). During

the Pleistocene, a large proportion of their current ranges were

repeatedly glaciated, dramatically influencing their distributions. In

his pioneering phytogeographic studies, Hult�en (1937) proposed that

the enormous ranges of arctic-alpine plants were established in the

late Pliocene/early Pleistocene, when the modern tundra ecosystem

was formed in response to climate cooling. After the initial establish-

ment, glaciers recurrently fragmented their ranges into numerous

ice-free refugia, in which large areas around the Bering Strait (Berin-

gia) played an important role for their glacial survival and interglacial

recolonization into previously glaciated areas (Abbott & Brochmann,

2003; Abbott & Comes, 2004; Hult�en, 1937).

Recent phylogeographic studies of arctic-alpine plant species

have revealed that their genetic variation is typically highly
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structured due to several major geographic barriers that facilitated

range separation (17 species, Eidesen et al., 2013; Silene acaulis, Gus-

sarova et al., 2015). A few studies have estimated that major lin-

eages within arctic-alpine plants diverged prior to the middle

Pleistocene (Saxifraga oppositifolia, Abbott, 2000; Abbott & Comes,

2004; Vaccinium uliginosum, Alsos, Engelskjøn, Gielly, Taberlet, &

Brochmann, 2005; Oxyria dygina, Wang et al., 2016), consistent with

Hult�en’s (1937) hypothesis of an early Pleistocene origin of their cir-

cumarctic ranges. However, several phylogeographic studies also

suggest that some arctic-alpine plants are capable of extensive long-

distance dispersal (V. uliginosum, Alsos et al., 2007; Cassiope tetrag-

ona, Eidesen, Carlsen, Molau, & Brochmann, 2007; Saxifraga rivularis,

Westergaard, Jørgensen, Gabrielsen, Alsos, & Brochmann, 2010),

even from Alaska to southern South America (Empetrum, Popp,

Mirre, & Brochmann, 2011). In particular, the geographic structure of

the genetic diversity in C. tetragona suggests that most of its circum-

arctic range was established by recent eastward recolonization from

Beringia, possibly during the current interglacial period (Eidesen

et al., 2007). Thus, it seems that arctic-alpine plants could have

spread into their extensive ranges even during a single interglacial

period. This scenario implies that range-wide genetic structure does

not necessarily reflect prolonged isolation throughout the Pleis-

tocene. Hence, assessing the temporal framework of range-wide

genetic structure may improve our understanding of the historical

biogeography of the arctic flora.

Kalmia procumbens (L.) Gift & Kron [Loiseleuria procumbens (L.)

Desvaux] (Ericaceae) is an arctic-alpine plant occurring over most of

the circumarctic region as well as in high mountains in the Northern

Hemisphere. It is the only species of Kalmia that occurs outside

North America (Liu, Denford, Ebinger, Packer, & Tucker, 1993;

Yamazaki, 1993). According to the exclusive occurrence of the other

Kalmia species in North America, including its sister species Kalmia

buxifolia (Gillespie & Kron, 2013), this arctic-alpine species may have

originated in North America, from where it could have spread into

its current circumarctic range, however, the divergence time for

K. procumbens is unknown. Given that it has capsules with small

seeds and grows in open ridge habitats, this species may be effi-

ciently dispersed by wind. The large-scale genetic structure in

K. procumbens was addressed as part of a meta-study based on

amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs; Eidesen et al.,

2013), in which five genetic clusters were inferred: two were wide-

spread from Beringia across the North Atlantic to northern Europe,

two were restricted to northern Europe, and one was restricted to

alpine areas in southern Europe (Eidesen et al., 2013). Thus, it may

be hypothesized that the species experienced prolonged isolation in

several refugia such as Beringia and southern and northern Europe

throughout the Pleistocene. Another study revealed that central and

northern Japanese populations of this species have different plastid

DNA haplotypes (Ikeda, Senni, Fujii, & Setoguchi, 2009). This finding

is in accordance with studies of other alpine plants showing genetic

differentiation between northern and central Japan (Ikeda, Higashi,

Yakubov, Barkalov, & Setoguchi, 2014; Ikeda, Senni, Fujii, & Setogu-

chi, 2006, 2008), where the genetic divergence was estimated to

have originated before the last glacial period (Ikeda, Fujii, & Setogu-

chi, 2009; Ikeda & Setoguchi, 2013; Ikeda, Higashi et al., 2014).

Thus, isolated populations of K. procumbens may have persisted in

central Japan, but their historical relationships to the remaining range

remain unclear. Because K. procumbens is diploid (Elven, Murray, Yu,

& Yurtsev, 2007; Shimizu, 1982), we can use the same approach

based on sequencing of multiple nuclear genes as we used in previ-

ous studies of diploid Ericaceae species (Ikeda, Yakubov, Barkalov, &

Setoguchi, 2014; Ikeda et al., 2015; Ikeda, Sakaguchi, Yakubov, Bar-

kalov, & Setoguchi, 2016). We therefore considered K. procumbens

to be appropriate for assessing the temporal framework underlying

circumarctic genetic structure.

In this study, we (i) assess the range-wide genetic structure in

K. procumbens based on multilocus nuclear sequence data and (ii)

estimate the temporal framework of its intraspecific divergence by

demographic analyses using a full-likelihood method (Hey, 2010;

Hey & Nielsen, 2007). Based on these phylogeographic investiga-

tions, we aim to infer the range dynamics underlying the genetic

structure in K. procumbens and provide further novel insights into

the historical biogeography of the arctic-alpine flora.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | DNA extraction and multilocus sequencing

DNA was extracted from dried leaf materials using the DNeasy Kit

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). In total, 73 individuals from 40 popula-

tions were included in this study (Figure 1a, Table S1). We

attempted PCR amplification and subsequent direct sequencing for

three phytochrome genes (Ikeda, 2012; Ikeda & Setoguchi, 2010)

and 40 expressed sequence tag (EST) markers (Wei, Fu, & Arora,

2005) following the procedures in Ikeda and Setoguchi (2013).

After preliminary screening, 12 EST loci exhibiting sequences with

unambiguous electropherograms were chosen. Previously reported

primers or newly designed ones were used for PCR amplification

(Table S2). PCR products were directly sequenced from both direc-

tions using their PCR primers or internal primers that were

designed based on the sequence of PCR products. The sequences

between the forward and reverse primers were defined as the

sequences of a given locus. Alignment was conducted using the

software CLC MAIN WORKBENCH (CLC Bio, Cambridge, MA, USA).

Haplotypes of each locus were determined using the software

PHASE (Stephens & Donnelly, 2003; Stephens, Smith, & Donnelly,

2001), from which alignments of phased sequences of each locus

were constructed using SEQPHASE (Flot, 2010). Because our proce-

dure cannot determine sequences of loci with heterogeneous inser-

tion or deletion polymorphisms, we treated such data as missing.

2.2 | Analyses of genetic diversity and structure

The number of segregating sites (S), pairwise difference (p; Tajima,

1983) and Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989) were calculated for each locus

across samples within the groups for analyses (see Results). The
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deviation from neutral expectation was examined by 1,000 coales-

cent simulations. All calculations and simulations of summary statis-

tics were performed using MANVA (designed by Ramos-Onsins et al.;

http://www.ub.edu/softevol/manva/).

Genetic structure was first explored by Bayesian clustering,

which estimates clusters assuming Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium,

using STRUCTURE version 2.3 (Falush, Stephens, & Pritchard, 2003;

Pritchard, Stephens, & Donnelly, 2000). Allele data for each locus

including missing data and the combination of alleles of all loci were

used to estimate the probability of assigning individuals into each

cluster (K = 1–20). By applying the default model (admixture model

of ancestry and correlated allele frequency model), we performed

5.0 9 105 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) following a burn-in

period of 1.0 9 105 generations. After repeating 10 independent

runs, the optimal number of clusters (K) was identified based on ΔK

(Evanno, Regnaut, & Goudet, 2005) and the consistency of configu-

rations among replicate runs was evaluated using the symmetric sim-

ilarity coefficient (H0) calculated using CLUMPP (Jakobsson &

Rosenberg, 2007).

In addition to clustering analyses based on allele data for all anal-

ysed individuals, phylogenetic relationships among both individuals

and populations were resolved using sequence data of individuals

having no missing data at any loci. To analyse representative individ-

uals that covered the entire geographic range, locus C12, in which

numerous individuals from central Japan have heterogeneous poly-

morphisms at insertions or deletions, was excluded from phyloge-

netic analyses (in total, 64 individuals were included). Individual

relationships were estimated by neighbour-net using SPLITSTREE (Bry-

ant & Moulton, 2004). Unphased sequences of each locus were con-

catenated to single matrices, where all ambiguous nucleotides (e.g., R

and Y) were treated by averaging all possible resolutions under the

UncorrectedP method.

Phylogenetic relationships among populations were estimated

with a multispecies coalescent model using the *BEAST option in

BEAST version 1.8.1 (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007; Heled & Drum-

mond, 2010). Markov chain Monte Carlo searches were run for

1.2 9 108 iterations under possible settings of population size priors

(constant population size, linear population size, constant & linear
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F IGURE 1 Range-wide genetic structure in Kalmia procumbens. (a) Map showing the geographic distribution of three clusters estimated by
STRUCTURE analysis (blue, yellow and green). The probability of the clusters for each population is represented by a pie chart. The geographic
range of K. procumbens is indicated by grey shaded areas. (b) Bar plot representing probabilities of ancestral clusters of each individual, sorted
by longitude. Detailed probability data are shown in Table S1. (c) Phylogenetic relationships among individuals estimated by network analysis.
Sequences of all loci (except C12) were used to resolve the phylogenetic relationships among individuals without missing data. Blue, yellow
and green circles represent individuals assigned to each cluster by the STRUCTURE analysis with high probability (>0.8). Grey circles indicate the
remaining individuals that were not clearly assigned to a cluster. (d) Phylogenetic relationships among populations estimated by the Bayesian
analysis implemented in *BEAST. Colours correspond to the dominant clusters in each population. Nodes for highly supported groups
(posterior probabilities > 0.95) are indicated by black circles
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population size), clock models (strict clock and uncorrelated lognor-

mal relaxed clock) and substitution models (Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano

[HKY] and Generalised time-reversible), from which 2.0 9 107 itera-

tions were discarded as burn-in and every 2,000 iterations were

sampled. After checking the convergence (effective sample

size > 200), a replicate run was performed under the default setting

(constant & linear population size prior, strict clock model and HKY

substitution model) because other settings failed to converge in the

setting of MCMC searches. The results of two replicate runs were

combined into a single file to construct a population tree using

TREEANNOTATOR version 1.8.1. To satisfy the assumption of analysis

that no gene flow occurred among analysed samples, we used the

same data set as used for the network analysis, except for excluding

eight individuals that were not assigned to a single cluster with high

probability in Bayesian clustering (p < .80; Table S1).

2.3 | Approximate Bayesian computation and
model selection

Because phylogenetic analyses were expected to resolve deeper

intraspecific divergence than clustering based on allele frequency,

strongly supported phylogenetic groups (the circumarctic, southern

Europe [S Europe] and central Japan [C Japan] groups; see Results)

were applied to model-based analyses. Three models of possible

bifurcate divergence among these groups, which included indepen-

dent parameters of population size and divergence time, were

assumed to estimate intraspecific divergence history (Figure 2a). To

focus on testing the divergence processes among groups, we applied

simple models of divergence among groups that did not incorporate

gene flow between populations. The most probable model was

selected by applying approximate Bayesian computation (ABC; Beau-

mont, Zhang, & Balding, 2002). All samples used in the BEAST analysis

were assigned to each of three groups according to their geographic

origin (92, 12 and 8 haploids in the circumarctic, the S Europe and

the C Japan groups, respectively; Table S1), from which five cate-

gories of summary statistics (number of segregating sites, S;

expected heterozygosity, H; average number of pairwise differences,

p; Tajima’s D; fixation index, FST) were calculated as an observed

data set (in total 26, statistics; Table S3).

Under each model, 1.0 9 105 data sets with the same number of

samples in each group and loci with the observed data set were gen-

erated using FASTSIMCOAL2 (Excoffier, Dupanloup, Huerta-

S�anchez, Sousa, & Foll, 2013; Excoffier & Foll, 2011). Because we

lack knowledge regarding these demographic parameters, large priors

were applied for each parameter (population size [N] = 1.0 9

102–1.0 9 107 haploid individuals, divergence time = 1.0 9

103–2.0 9 106 year; a log-uniform distribution was assumed for all

priors). Additionally, we incorporated a mutation rate as a parameter

with a prior range of 5.3–7.8 9 10�9 substitutions per site per year

with a uniform distribution. This range was obtained from the substi-

tution rate estimated in mutation accumulation lines of the model

plant Arabidopsis thaliana (5.3–7.8 9 10�9 substitutions per site per

generation; Ossowski et al., 2010). Because A. thaliana is an annual

herb, we applied the per-generation substitution rate as the per-year

rate (i.e., 5.3–7.8 9 10�9 substitutions per site per year) to scale

demographic parameters. Although we applied the per-generation

substitution rate of an annual herb species as the per-year rate of

the perennial shrub, the applied range was close to the synonymous

substitution rates between monocots and eudicots (6.1–8.1 9 10�9

substitutions per site per year; Wolfe, Li, & Sharp, 1987). Thus, we

are confident that our assumption on mutation rate provided a rea-

sonable approximation for scaling demographic models in ABC.

Model selection was performed by a multinomial logistic regres-

sion (Beaumont, 2008) using 1.0% of the simulated data sets with

the smallest Euclidean distances from the observed data set in terms

of summary statistics. The power of the model selection was evalu-

ated using a cross-validation: the summary statistics simulated under

one of a given model are used as pseudo-observed data sets and

classified into each model using all of the remaining simulated data

sets. This procedure was performed with 100 pseudo-observed data

sets from each model. Model selection was performed with the R

package abc (Csill�ery, Franc�ois, & Blum, 2012).

2.4 | Estimating demographic parameters

The demographic parameters of the divergence model of K. procum-

bens were estimated by a full-likelihood-based model using the pro-

gram IMA2 (Hey, 2010) instead of ABC. IMA2 uses genealogical data

of each locus to estimate demographic parameters, whereas ABC

depends on summary statistics that capture only a part of the

sequence data information (Nielsen & Beaumont, 2009). Therefore,

IMA2 is superior to ABC in estimating demographic parameters using

sequence data in isolation-with-migration models as in the present

case. We assumed a model with the most probable divergence pro-

cess (Model_1; Figure 2a) and all independent parameters of IMA2

including the migration rates between all pairs of populations (popu-

lation size [h], migration rate [m] between pairs of groups, and diver-

gence time [t]). Parameter estimations were performed by 1.0 9 107

MCMC steps following a 500,000 generation burn-in period with 12

heated chains under the geometric increment model using all individ-

uals originating from each group (Table S1). Three independent runs

were conducted, from each of which 100,000 genealogies were

saved. Prior probability densities were optimized based on several

preliminary runs using a wide range of densities [m = 0.5 (mean of

the exponential prior distribution), q (h) = 5.0, and t = 1.0]. The mar-

ginal posterior distribution, maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs)

and 95% highest probability densities (95% HPDs) of each parameter

were obtained using all saved genealogies. The demographic parame-

ters were scaled by two substitution rates (5.3 9 10�9 and

7.8 9 10�9 substitutions per site per year) following the range

applied in the model selection by ABC (see above), by which we esti-

mated the range of scaled divergence time.

IMA2 assumed a constant population size to estimate demo-

graphic parameters, whereas postglacial range expansion was

inferred for the circumarctic group. To evaluate the influence of

range expansion on the temporal framework of intraspecific

4 | IKEDA ET AL.



divergence, we applied ABC with a model incorporating exponential

population growth into the circumarctic group following its diver-

gence in the most probable model (Model_1). Under this model as

well as Model_1, we simulated 1.0 9 105 data sets using the same

settings as in the above procedure, from which 1.0 9 104 simulated

data sets (0.1%) closest to the observed data were used to estimate

the 95% HPDs of the initial divergence time among the groups (T1

in Figure 2a). A local linear ridge regression was performed in param-

eter estimation using the R package abc (Csill�ery et al., 2012).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Genetic diversity and structure

Twelve EST loci were sequenced, from which 5,759 bp (235–626 bp

per locus; Table S3) were analysed to assess the range-wide genetic

structure in Kalmia procumbens. According to the ΔK criteria, the

optimal number of clusters obtained by Bayesian clustering was

K = 3 (Fig. S1, Table S1), for which repeated runs exhibited a consis-

tent configuration of individual assignments into each cluster

(H0 = 1.00). One of the clusters occurred across Beringia and

extended into northern Japan, with its eastern range limit in Siberia

(Figure 1a: blue). Another cluster spanned from western North

America across the Atlantic into northern Europe, including western

Siberia (Figure 1a: yellow). The third cluster showed a highly disjunct

distribution, occurring in central Japan and southern Europe, with

partial occurrence in northern Europe (Figure 1a: green). Ten

individuals were not assigned to a single cluster with high probability

(p < .80) and exhibited genetic admixture between two clusters (e.g.,

three in northern Europe exhibited an admixture between yellow

and green clusters; Figure 1b, Table S1).

Network analysis confirmed genetic similarity among individuals

assigned to the blue and yellow clusters (Figure 1c). Individuals

assigned to the green cluster formed two distantly related groups

corresponding to different geographic origins (Figure 1c, central

Japan and southern Europe). The phylogenetic analyses resolved two

highly supported groups of populations in southern Europe and cen-

tral Japan, respectively [posterior probability (PP) > 0.95; Figure 1d).

However, the remaining populations, which were dominated by one

of two widespread clusters (blue and yellow clusters), did not form

any highly supported groups (Figure 1d). Given that the allele data

used in Bayesian clustering more likely reflected recent population

dynamics than variation in the sequences used in phylogenetic analy-

ses, the phylogenetic analyses may be appropriate to resolve a dee-

per history of intraspecific divergence in the species than Bayesian

clustering. Thus, we applied the two exclusive phylogenetic groups

in southern Europe and central Japan to assess the temporal frame-

works of intraspecific divergence. Although the remaining popula-

tions did not form a single highly supported group (PP = 0.68), they

were pooled as a third group (hereafter, the circumarctic group). As

a consequence, we assumed three geographic groups for further

analyses.

As expected from the larger number of samples, the number of

segregating sites was higher in the circumarctic group (in total
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S = 67) than in the other groups (S = 18 and 13 in the S Europe and

the C Japan groups, respectively; Table 1). Genetic diversity was

lower in the C Japan group (average p = 0.0006; Table 1) than in

the other groups (p = 0.0010 and 0.0012 in the circumarctic and the

S Europe groups, respectively; Table 1). Tajima’s D exhibited a nega-

tive tendency in the circumarctic and the C Japan groups

(D = �1.06 and �0.91, respectively; Table 1), whereas it was posi-

tive in the S Europe group (D = 0.41; Table 1). Significant negative

deviations in D from the neutral expectation were detected in five

loci in the circumarctic group (C1, C11, C16, C20 and C27; Table 1,

p < .05). Although such significant deviations might reflect a selec-

tive sweep and/or purifying selection, the locus-wide tendency of

negative D indicates that the significant negative D is less likely to

reflect evidence of selective forces on the loci than neutral demo-

graphic history such as population growth. Therefore, it is reasonable

to assume that the analysed loci are appropriate to resolve

intraspecific divergence history.

3.2 | Divergence history among intraspecific groups

Model_1 exhibited the highest PP among the three models

(PP = 0.97; Figure 2b). Cross-validation showed that approximately

80% of the pseudo-observed data sets of each model were assigned

to their original model and that false-positive and false-negative

rates were at most approximately 10% (Figure 2b). Thus, our data

had the power to distinguish among the assumed models.

Three repeated runs of IMA2 exhibited consistent values in terms

of MLEs and 95% HPDs (data not shown), indicating that the esti-

mated parameters were robust. The groups of extant populations

exhibited larger population sizes than their ancestral population

(hA = 0.10, 95% HPD = 0.00–0.55; Table 2, Figure 3), of which the

circumarctic group exhibited the largest (h1 = 0.74, 95%

HPD = 0.47–1.15; Table 2, Figure 3) followed by the S Europe and

C Japan groups (h2 = 0.28, 95% HPD = 0.12–0.62; h3 = 0.27, 95%

HPD = 0.06–1.63; Table 2, Figure 3). All 95% HPDs of migration

rates backward in time spanned zero (m = 0.00) except for one case

(m1>2 = 0.36, 95% HPD = 0.04–1.10; Table 2, Figure 3), which rep-

resented migration from the S Europe group to the circumarctic

group. The initial divergence of the S Europe group in K. procumbens

coincided with the last glacial period in terms of MLEs (T1 = 53.3–

78.6 ka, Table 2; Gibbard & Van Kolfschoten, 2004), whereas its

95% HPD spanned the last two glacial cycles (95% HPD: T1 = 27.1–

228.2 ka; Table 2). The C Japan group likely diverged during the last

glacial period (T0 = 43.9–64.8 ka, Table 2), whereas its 95% HPD

included the last interglacial period (95% HPD: T0 = 21.7–113.4 ka;

Table 2). The temporal framework of the initial divergence of the S

Europe group was compatible with the estimated ranges by ABC

under either Model_1 (95% HPD: T1 = 31.5–161.5 ka) or its nested

model including exponential growth in the circumarctic group (95%

HPD: T1 = 44.2–164.3 ka). Therefore, population growth following

postglacial range expansion likely did not influence the present esti-

mation of the temporal framework.

4 | DISCUSSION

Our phylogeographic investigation revealed genetic structuring

across range-wide samples of Kalmia procumbens (Figure 1a). Given

the intraspecific groups inferred by the phylogenetic analyses (Fig-

ure 1d) and the general assumption on mutation rates, we demon-

strated that the intraspecific divergence across range-wide samples

of K. procumbens likely originated during the last glacial period

TABLE 1 Summary statistics of 12 nuclear loci within analysed geographic groups of Kalmia procumbens. Length of analysed loci (bp),
number of haploid sequences (n), number of segregating sites (S), average number of pairwise nucleotide differences (p) and Tajima’s D (D) are
shown. The total number (S) and averages (p and D) of each group are shown in the bottom row

Locus bp

The circumarctic S Europe C Japan

n S p D p n S p D p n S p D p

C1 613 124 7 0.0004 �1.83 <.05 12 3 0.0017 0.22 .37 10 1 0.0006 0.01 .58

C11 237 124 7 0.0013 �1.72 <.01 12 1 0.0022 1.38 .11 10 2 0.0023 �0.69 .64

C12 433 120 7 0.0014 �1.20 .89 12 2 0.0016 0.15 .43 4 0 0.0000 na na

C15 580 124 4 0.0010 �0.35 .57 12 1 0.0008 1.07 .25 10 2 0.0007 �1.40 .86

C16 492 116 3 0.0001 �1.53 .01 12 2 0.0014 0.22 .39 10 1 0.0004 �1.11 .47

C17 363 124 5 0.0027 0.14 .38 12 1 0.0011 0.54 .41 10 2 0.0011 �1.40 .85

C20 561 122 4 0.0002 �1.58 .01 12 0 0.0000 na na 10 0 0.0000 na na

C27 596 124 9 0.0009 �1.61 .01 12 4 0.0030 1.19 .14 10 0 0.0000 na na

C34 381 124 2 0.0008 �0.20 .48 12 1 0.0011 0.54 .38 10 0 0.0000 na na

C36 631 118 12 0.0019 �1.20 .90 12 3 0.0008 �1.63 .94 10 3 0.0015 �0.43 .63

C47 562 124 4 0.0010 �0.47 .63 12 0 0.0000 na na 10 1 0.0004 �1.11 .47

C58 582 120 3 0.0003 �1.19 .90 12 0 0.0000 na na 10 1 0.0003 �1.11 .46

Summary 67 0.0010 �1.06 18 0.0012 0.41 13 0.0006 �0.91
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(T1 = 53.3–78.6 ka in MLE; Table 2). Although the previous inter-

glacial and penultimate glacial periods could not be excluded from

the timing of initial divergence (95% HPD T1 = 27.1–228.2 ka;

Table 2), the estimated temporal framework indicates that there is

no need to postulate refugial isolation throughout the Pleistocene to

explain the current genetic structure in this species. Instead, the

genetic structure could be explained by range dynamics during the

latest glacial-interglacial cycle.

4.1 | Range-wide genetic structure and
phylogeographic inference

The geographic distribution of clusters estimated by Bayesian clus-

tering (Figure 1a) reflects differences in allele frequency among pop-

ulations, which may provide insight into the most recent range shifts

of K. procumbens. The yellow cluster occupies areas that were

mostly glaciated during the last glacial maximum. The widespread

occurrence of this cluster plausibly reflects range expansion of

TABLE 2 Demographic parameters of the isolation-with-migration
model among three geographic groups of Kalmia procumbens. The
MLE and 95% highest posterior density (95% HPD) are shown for
population sizes (h) of each cluster (hX; X = 1, 2, 3 and 4,
corresponding to the circumarctic group, the S Europe group, the C
Japan group and the ancestral population of the circumarctic and
the C Japan groups, respectively) and ancestral population (hA),
migration rates (m) backward in time between pairs of groups and
divergence times of the S Europe group (t1) and the C Japan group
(t0). The divergence time was scaled by a range of substitution rates
(5.3–7.8 9 10�9 substitutions per site per year). Bold italic indicates
a migration rate significantly larger than zero

Parameters

IMA2

MLE 95% HPD

Population sizes

h1 0.743 0.472–1.148

h2 0.287 0.117–0.618

h3 0.268 0.058–1.633

h4 0.003 0.000–4.532

hA 0.102 0.000–0.552

<Migration rate:m>

m1>2 0.355 0.035–1.095

m2>1 0.005 0.000–1.165

m1>3 0.005 0.000–0.765

m3>1 0.005 0.000–1.095

m2>3 0.085 0.000–1.805

m3>2 0.105 0.000–1.315

m2>4 0.005 0.000–1.765

m4>2 0.005 0.000–1.535

<Divergence time: t>

t0 0.155 0.076–0.271

t1 0.188 0.096–0.544

Scaled divergence time (T:kya)

T0 43.9–64.8 21.7–113.4

T1 53.3–78.6 27.1–228.2

HPD, highest probability densitiel MLE, maximum-likelihood estimate.
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F IGURE 3 Distributions of posterior probability of demographic
parameters of Kalmia procumbens under an isolation-with-migration
model estimated using the program IMA2. (a) Population sizes of each
geographic group as well as the ancestral population, (b) migration
rates between pairs of groups backward in time and (c) divergence
times. Migration rates are shown by dashed lines except in one
significant case
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K. procumbens that occurred after the last glaciation. Given that this

cluster was found in the eastern rather than the western part of Ber-

ingia (Figure 1a), it is most likely that eastward colonization from

Beringia has resulted in the current circumarctic distribution of

K. procumbens.

The geographic distribution of the yellow cluster corresponds to

three of the five clusters estimated for K. procumbens using AFLP

markers (Eidesen et al., 2013), whereas the previous study inferred

two additional clusters in northern Europe. In the present study, a

few individuals in northern Europe showed genetic admixture

between the yellow and green clusters (Figure 1a, b and Table S1).

Given the relict populations inferred in southern Europe, this genetic

admixture may be attributed to secondary contact between individu-

als originating from both southern Europe and Beringia. Gene flow

inferred from the S Europe group to the circumarctic group (Fig-

ure 3, Table 2) is consistent with this scenario. Thus, genetic admix-

ture following postglacial range contact can explain the two

additional clusters inferred in northern Europe based on the AFLP

analysis (Eidesen et al., 2013).

The blue cluster occurs in Beringia and in northern Japan (Fig-

ure 1), which largely corresponds to the widespread AFLP cluster

dominating in Beringia (no Japanese samples were included in the

AFLP study of Eidesen et al., 2013). Recent phylogeographic studies

have revealed genetic similarity as well as demographic closeness

between northern Japan and Beringia in alpine as well as arctic-

alpine plants (Hata et al., 2017; Ikeda, Higashi et al., 2014, Ikeda

et al., 2016), suggesting that cold-adapted species may have spread

widely in northern East Asia. Thus, the present distribution of the

blue cluster probably reflects an extensive distribution of K. procum-

bens across northern East Asia and Beringia during the last glacial

period, which is consistent with the history of little glaciation in this

region (Frenzel et al., 1992). Notably, we found that one individual

from the eastern range limit in Siberia was equally assigned to the

blue and yellow clusters (Figure 1a,b and Table S1), suggesting that

K. procumbens may have dispersed further westward from Beringia.

Although more samples from this region are necessary to test this

scenario rigorously, the AFLP cluster corresponding to the blue clus-

ter has a similarly disjunct distribution (Eidesen et al., 2013), support-

ing this notion.

Although phylogenetic analyses did not support distinct groups

of the yellow and blue clusters estimated by the Bayesian clustering

(Figure 1c,d), the estimated temporal framework implies that their

divergence likely did not predate the last glacial period. Because

range expansion from refugia causes a reduction in genetic diversity

(Hewitt, 1996) as well as changes in allele frequencies via founder

effects, it is reasonable to postulate that postglacial range expansion

from Beringia was involved in the divergence between the blue and

yellow clusters. This hypothesis is corroborated by their distribution

patterns; the blue cluster mainly occurs in continuously unglaciated

areas, whereas the yellow cluster mainly occurs in previously gla-

ciated areas.

In contrast to the two widespread clusters, the green cluster

showed a disjunct occurrence in high mountains at lower latitudes

in southern Europe and central Japan (Figure 1a). However, in our

phylogenetic analyses, the southern European populations and the

central Japanese ones were inferred to be distantly related to

each other (Figure 1c,d). This inconsistency may have resulted

from differences in resolution of genetic structure: that is, the res-

olution of the allele data used in our Bayesian clustering may

have been too low to detect phylogenetic signals that were

resolved by the sequence data used in the phylogenetic analyses.

Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that K. procumbens

experienced specific histories of range dynamics in southern Eur-

ope and central Japan, as expected from the genetic uniqueness

observed in previous AFLP (Eidesen et al., 2013) or cpDNA (Ikeda,

Fujii, et al., 2009) studies. Furthermore, given our estimated tem-

poral framework of intraspecific divergence in K. procumbens, these

two disjunct groups may have diverged following range dynam-

ics during the last glacial period. In this case, continental ice-

sheets may have excluded most of its past range from Europe,

resulting in refugial survival and unique genetic divergence in

southern Europe. Conversely, given the little glaciation in East

Asia, southward migration from refugial areas in northern East

Asia may have been involved in genetic divergence in central

Japan.

4.2 | Temporal framework of genetic structure

We acknowledge that there are certain limitations to our data sets

and the analyses employed. Because we analysed only a few indi-

viduals per population, the genetic diversity of each population

could not be properly assessed. Moreover, our analyses contained

a limited number of loci compared with data obtained using next-

generation sequencing (e.g., Massatti & Knowles, 2016; Sim, Hall,

Jex, Hegel, & Coltman, 2016; Sun, Surget-Groba, & Gao, 2016).

As a consequence, our analysis may have result in a reduced reso-

lution of genetic variation and structure. Nevertheless, the range-

wide genetic structure inferred in this study is largely consistent

with a previous AFLP-based study (Eidesen et al., 2013), which

implies that our study revealed a representative genetic structure

and intraspecific divergence history. In addition to the limitations

regarding the genetic structure, it should also be noted that the

population grouping we used for estimating temporal framework

may not necessarily represent the only possible assignment of

populations in this species. Although alternative groupings likely

influenced parameter estimation, the present grouping based on

phylogenetic analyses may represent a deeper genetic divergence

in K. procumbens and is unlikely to have underestimated the tem-

poral framework. While these limitations have little influence on

our inference, the present temporal framework is based on

assumed mutation rates. Although reasonable mutation rates were

applied for scaling divergence times, our inference is dependent

on assumed rather than fossil-based rates.

With these limitations in mind, we concluded that the range-

wide genetic structure in K. procumbens does not reflect prolonged

range isolation throughout the Pleistocene. The genetic structure
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observed in many arctic-alpine plants has been thought to result

from prolonged isolation (Eidesen et al., 2013) and thus to support

the hypothesis of a late Pliocene/early Pleistocene origin of their

circumarctic ranges (Abbott, 2000; Abbott & Comes, 2004; Alsos

et al., 2005; Hult�en, 1937). In contrast, by explicitly estimating the

temporal framework of the range-wide genetic structure, our study

demonstrates that the previous conclusion may not apply to range

dynamics of all arctic-alpine plants. However, this finding does not

directly refute the hypothesis of a late Pliocene/early Pleistocene

origin of the circumarctic range of arctic-alpine plants (Hult�en,

1937). In the previous study of Cassiope tetragona (Eidesen et al.,

2007), its current circumarctic genetic structure suggested a range

expansion from Beringia after the last glaciation, whereas fossil

finds from Greenland indicated its presence there as early as 2.5–

2.0 Ma. Thus, our study, along with previous study, suggests that

the range dynamics underlying the current genetic structure are

not necessarily relevant to the initial establishment of circumarctic

ranges. Accordingly, this study demonstrates that the range-wide

genetic structure in arctic-alpine plants is not sufficient as evi-

dence for their prolonged population persistence throughout the

Pleistocene. Assessing the temporal framework of the current

genetic structure could provide insight into the timing of range

separation as well as expansion of arctic-alpine plants in the Pleis-

tocene and improve our understanding of the historical biogeogra-

phy of the arctic flora by addressing how complicated historical

processes shaped current circumarctic distributions of arctic-alpine

plants.
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